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ABSTRACT 
Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) is one of the switching devices which is widely 
use in medium power application. IGBT provide the characteristic of almost ideal switch 
for very high voltage and current level. The advantage of IGBT is that is uses the high 
current density bipolar application which will result in low conduction loss. The main 
objective of this project is to investigate and study on the devices structuring process 
involves in creating IGBT. The focus of this project is to improve the performance of the 
existing design which is commercially available. This project was done by familiarizing 
with the semiconductor fabrication software. During this period, simulation of the NMOS 
fabrication structure was done using the ATHENA and ATLAS software. Then, the 
available example of the IGBT will be loaded, the structure of the IGBT will be reviewed 
and electrical performance of the IGBT will be evaluated. The IGBT structure will be 
modified in order to investigate whether the modified IGBT performance will improve or 
become worst. The expected result should be the new structure of the modified IGBT 
with improves performance and comparison data between the conventional IGBT and 
modified IGBT. Due to some technical problem occur during handling this project, 
student are not able to produce the expected result. Due to this problem, student are 
required to do study on the IGBT design for reducing EMI effect in order to backup the 
result of this project due to technical problem occur. 
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
IGBT is widely use in industrial application today. IGBT displaced the power bipolar 
transistor for the high current and high voltage application. The industry trend today of 
IGBT is to replace the MOSFET application except for very low current application. 
IGBT is actually the switching device which is use in power conversion process [1]. 
Since the power conversion relies more on switched application, devices which 
approach ideal switch should be designed. Ideal switch should have following 
characteristic: 
• Zero resistance or forward voltage drop in on-state 
• Infinite resistance in off-state 
• Switch with infinite speed 
• Do not require any input power to make it switch 
In solid state technologies, ideal switch must be deviate and a device which suits the 
application with minimal loss of efficiency must be choose [1]. Choices of the device 
involve the following consideration [I]: 
• Voltage 
• Current 
• Switching speed 
• Drive circuitry 
I 
• Load 
• Temperature effects 
Combination of easily driven MOS gate and low conduction loss of BIT, make the 
IGBT are much preferable to displace bipolar transistor for high current and high voltage 
application. The operation of the IGBT is controlled by the gate voltage drive 
requirement. Its gate drive requirements are inherited from the MOSFET, and are much 
more modest than those of the GTO. The IGBT gate appears to its driver as capacitor, 
which simply has to be charged around +15V to turn the device on, and discharged to 
turn it off. Also inherited from the MOSFET is an active region where the gate can 
control the device current (this has important implications for its behavior as a switch). 
From its bipolar features, IGBT gain lower conduction losses than those of a similarly 
rated MOSFET. There are two types of IGBT available in the markets which are as 
follow: 
• Punch Through (PT) IGBT 
• Non Punch Through (NPT) IGBT 
This project will be focusing on the simulation and comparative study about the 
conventional IGBT and modified IGBT base on basic operation of the IGBT. 
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
In this project, student needs to design the IGBT for a medium power application. 
Actually, IGBT is one of the switching devices which is widely use in medium power 
application. This is because the IGBT provide the characteristic of almost ideal switch 
for very high voltage and current levels. 
Actually in this project, no new structure will be creating. Some modification will be 
done to the existing design in the Sun Microsystem workstation in order to improve the 
performance of the device. Student only needs to focus on some portion of the device 
performance. Modification will be done by modizying the structure characteristic of the 
device which will resnlt in the changes of the devices performance. The improvement of 
the devices performance can be identified by evaluating the structure and electrical 
characteristic of the devices after modification was done. 
At the same time, student also required to locate standard IGBT characteristic that are 
available industry. Then, student need to identify whether the modified device 
performance become better or worst compared to standard IGBT. The end result of this 
project will be the comparison between the conventional IGBT and modified IGBT. The 
performance of the modified IGBT will be analyzed in order to identifY whether it is 
improved or become worst. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 
The objectives of this project are as follow: 
• To familiarize with the semiconductor fabrication software (Silvaco ATHENA 
and Silvaco ATLAS) using Sun Microsystem workstation. 
• To load the standard or existing IGBT example that available in Sun 
Microsystem workstation and modifying that IGBT structure using Silvaco 
ATHENA software. 
• To interpret and analyzed the electrical performance of the standard IGBT and 
modified IGBT through the simulation by using Silvaco ATLAS software. 
• To identify whether the performance of the modified IGBT is improve or not 
compared to standard IGBT. 
• To come out with the comparison data between conventional IGBT and 
modified IGBT. 
The existing device sample that available in Sun Microsystem workstation will be 
modified in order to get the new device structure. Hopefully, this new IGBT structure 
will come out with the improve performance. Lot of literature review was done before 
and after student starts this project. Continuous study and literature review are very 
important in order to complete this project. 
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1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY 
Refer to figure 1 below for the scope of study that need to be follow by the student in 
order to complete this project. 
Figure 1: Scope ofStndy 
From figure 1, first of all, student must identify the problem statement of the project. 
From this problem statement, student will be able to identify and setting up the objective 
of the project need to be achieved. Student must identify and understand the problem 
statement of the project before start the project. Once we know and understand the 
objective of the project, we will automatically identify the scope of study in 
implementing this project. Lot of literature research and review should be done in order 
to fully grab the information and understanding about the theory of the devices. In this 
part, all the information about the project must be grabbing through the research in 
internet and through the reading of the journals, conference paper and also the text book. 
After this step was done, continue with the methodology of the project. In this 
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methodology step, all the work in completing the project will be done. For the last 
semester, the methodology of the project that was done is familiarization with the 
software to be used in implementing this project. For this semester, methodology part 
will cover about the modification and result evaluations in order to achieve a new 
improve IGBT performance. Lastly, the result, analyze data, and devices performance 
characteristic will be collect in order to make a comparison with the existing devices for 
the presentation purpose. 
1.4.1 Project Requirement 
I. To conduct a study on IGBT structure for medium power applications. 
IT. Identifying the process involve in creating the IGBT structure and 
verifying the effect of the device characteristics when its parameters are 
changed by using ATHENA and ATLAS simulations. 
ill. To collect the comparison and analyzed data of modified structure with 
the existing device. 
IV. To investigate how the parameter changes effects the device electrical 
characteristics. 
V. Find out the ways of how to improve the device performance so that a 
better device can be created. 
1.4.2 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame 
The allocated time for this project is two semesters (28 weeks). Base on 
the Gantt chart (Appendix A) and project planning, the study on IGBT 
structure was implemented on the first semester. For this semester, 
student will be focusing on the modification and study on the existing 
device because of the limited time frame. That's why in this second 
semester, student will focusing in modifying the existing devices that's 
available in order to get the comparison between the modified devices 
and existing devices. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
2.1) BASIC IGBT STRUCTURE 
P+ 
-"-.. ___ _ 
-----
Figure 2.1 : Cross Seetion and Equivalent Schematic ofthe IGBT ceU. 
Figure 2.la shows the cross section and equivalent schematic of the IGBT cell taken 
from [1 ]. As we can see, IGBT structure basically consists of: 
• P+ substrate 





N- EPI region was placed on P+ substrate forming a p-n junction where 
conductivity modulation takes place. P+ substrate, N-EPI layer and P+ "emitter" form a 
BIT transistor and the N-EPI acts as a wide base region. Current flowing from collector 
to emitter must pass through a p-n junction formed by the P+ substrate and N- EPI layer. 
For fast devices, the N+ buffer layer is highly doped for recombination and speedy turn 
off. The additional doping keeps the gains of the PNP low and allow two third of the 
current to flow through the base ofPNP (electron current) while one third pass through 
the collector (hole current). Rshorting is the parasitic resistance of the P+ emitter region. 
Current flowing through Rshorting will result in a voltage across the base-emitter 
junction of the NPN. If the base emitter voltage is above a certain threshold level, the 
NPN will begin to conduct causing the NPN and PNP to enhance each other's current 
flow and both devices can become saturated. 
The structure of the devices is similar to that of vertical double diffuse MOSFET 
with the exception that a highly doped p- type substrate is used is lieu of a highly doped 
n-type drain contact in a vertical double diffused MOSFET. Figure 2.2 shows the cross 
section and equivalent schematic of a Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect 
Transistor (MOSFET) cell taken from [I]. Compare figure 2.1 and 2.2 to catch the 
differences and similarity between IGBT and MOSFET. 
N+ SUBSTRATE 
Figure 2.2: Cross section and equivalent schematic of a Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) ceU 
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Figure 2.3 shows the cross section schematic ofiGBT half cell taken from [2]. 
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Figure 2.3: Cross section schematic of IGBT half cell 
A lightly doped thick n-type epitaxial layer (N8 = 1014 cm"3) is grown on top of the 
p-type substrate. The function of this layer is to support the high blocking voltage in the 
reverse bias mode state. A highly doped p-type region (NA = 1019 cm.3) is used to 
prevent the activation of the PNPN thyristor during device operation [I]. A highly doped 
n+ buffer layer could also be added on top of the highly doped p+ substrate. According 
to [2], this layer help in reducing the Tum-Off time of the IGBT during the transient 
operation. Refer to figure 2.1a for the configuration of this layer. This buffer layer can 
be chosen whether to be included or not in IGBT structure. IGBT that consist this type 
oflayer is known as PT IGBT. IGBT without this buffer layer is known as NPT IGBT. 
For PT IGBT, the epilayer is not as thick (less thick) as NPT IGBT because a n+ 
layer is placed over the p+ layer. This n+ layer can handle some of the punch through 
and act as a shield to the Jl junction [2]. This layer occupies some spaces in the base of 
IGBT, which leaves less space for the total charges in the base region during the IGBT 
on state (tum-on) operation. Meaning that, these charges are removed more quickly 
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when switching occurs. Holes will be recombining with electron in n+ layer before 
reaching the base region. Fewer holes will be injected into the base region (lower 
efficiency). This will result in carrier lifetime reduce and increased in switching 
frequency. Since less carriers injected into the base region if compared to NPT IGBT, 
conductivity is reduced and the on-state voltage is increased. The trade OFF between the 
reduced turn-OFF time and the increased on-state voltage should be accounted during 
IGBT designing [1]. 
For NPT IGBT, the epilayer thickness is thick enough because non+ layer exists on 
top of the highly doped p+ layer substrate. Meaning that, n-layer (drift region) for NPT 
IGBT is greater than PT IGBT. This will result in high resistance in this region and 
higher reversed voltage can be sustained when J2 is reversed biased. 
For better understanding of the equivalent circuit of the IGBT, refer to the figure 2.4 






V =VeE =VEli +Vsc = VBc 
Since v Js very small 
.E:B 
----------




Figure 2.4: Equivalent Circuit Model of IGBT 
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As we can see from figure 3, we will understand that the equivalent circuit model of the 
IGBT consist of a wide base P-N-P bipolar junction transistor (BJT) in cascade with 
MOSFET. Since the IGBT is the combination of the BJT and MOSFET, the basic 
material use in creating the IGBT structure is as follow: 
• Polysilicon 
• Silicon 
• Silicon Dioxide 
• Aluminum 
The silicon is defmed as an initial structure of the device. From the silicon structure, the 
silicon dioxide, Si~ layer is produced through the oxidation process. This process is 
used to form the gate oxide layer. The polysilicon is defined as a multilayer deposit 
structure and the aluminum is used in the metallization process. From [3], the basic 
semiconductor device fabrications are oxidation process, photolithography and etching, 
diffusion and ion implantation, and metallization. All this fabrication process will be 
done through the ATHENA software that available in Sun Microsystem workstation. 
Actually, the fabrication process is done to produce the physical characteristic of the 
device. According to [3], all the fabrication processes will be briefly describe in section 
2.2. 
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2.2 SEMICONDUCTOR FABRICATION PROCESS 
2.2.1 Oxidation 
- There are two type of oxidation, wet and dry, depending on whether dry oxygen 
or wet vapour is used. 
- Dry oxidation is usually used to form thin oxides in a devices structure because 
of it's good Si- SiOz interface characteristic. 
- Wet oxidation is used for thicker layer because of its higher growth rate 
- Semiconductors can be oxidized by various methods such as follow: 
• Thermal oxidation 
• Electrochemical anodization 
• Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) 
- Among these methods, thermal oxidation is most important for silicon devices. 
- For gallium arsenide, thermal oxidation will result in generally non 
stoichiometric films. 
- The oxides provide poor electrical insulation and semiconductor surface 
protection: hence, these oxides are rarely used in gallium arsenide technology. 
- During oxidation process, silicon wafer is heated around 900"C to 1200°C in 
atmosphere containing oxygen or water vapor. 
- Chemical process involve in oxidation step is as follow: 
• 02 or H20 (oxidant) diffuse to silicon surface 
• Oxidation reaction occurs: 
Si +Oz SiOz 
Si + 2Hz0 ---• SiOz + 2H2 
- Refer to figure 2.5 for the furnace layout and figure 2.6 for the process gas 




waters quartz "boat" 
I•••• 11••••••11••••1 
Heating elements 
Figure 2.5: Furnace layout of the oxidation process 
N2 ____. r+ N2/H20 
02 
.... / r-f\ 02 
=r 02]-+ (1 atm) 95'C H2 HCI 
"Dry" oxidation I~ 
"Wet" oxidation "Wet" oxidation "Chlorine" 
(Hydrox) oxidation 
Figure 2.6: Process gas option 
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2.2.2 Photolithography and Etehing 
- Photolithography is used to define the geometry of the p-njunction. 
- After the formation of Si(h, the wafer is coated with an ultraviolet (UV) light 
sensitive material called a photoresist, which is spun on the wafer surface by a 
high speed spinner. 
- Then, the wafer is baked at about 80"C to I OO"C to drive the solvent out of the 
resist and to harden the resist for improved adhesion. Then, the wafer will be 
exposed through a patterned mask using a UV light source. 
- The exposed region of the photoresist- coated wafer undergoes a chemical 
reaction depending on the type of resist. The area exposed to light become 
polymerized and difficult to remove in an etchant. 
- Wafer is baked again to !20"C to !80°C for 20 minutes to enhance the 
adhesion and improve the resistance to the subsequent etching process. 
- Then, etching process is performing by using the buffered hydrochloric acid 
(HF) to removes the unprotected Si02 surfaces. 
- There are two type of etching available in semiconductor fabrication process 
which are wet and dry etching. Refer to table 1 for the comparison between 
the wet and dry etching. 
- In table 1, there are isotropic and anisotropic term to be consider where: 
• Isotropic etching means the etching rate is the same in both 
horizontal and vertical direction. 
• Anisotropic etching means the etching rate is different in horizontal 
and vertical direction. 
- Actually etching is the continuous from lithography process. Meaning that, 
after oxidation process, devices will go through lithography process. After 
lithography process, etching process will take place. 
- Lastly, after lithography process, device will go through strip mask (resist) 
process. Refer to figure 2. 7 for the flow of etching process. 
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Type of Etching Wet Dry 
Method Chemical Solution Ion Bombardment or 
Chemical Reactive 
Environment and Atmosphere, Bath Vacuum Chamber 
Equipment 
l) Low cost, easy to implement 
Advantage 2) High etching rate 1) Capable of defining small 
3) Good selectivity for most feature size(< lOOnm) 
materials 
1) Inadequate for defining feature l) High cost, hard to 
Disadvantage size<1um implement 
2) Potential of chemical handling 2) Low throughput 
hazards 3) Poor selectivity 
3) Wafer contamination issues 4) Potential radiation 
damage 
Directionality Isotropic 
(Except for etching Crystalline Anisotropic 
Materials) 
Table 1: Comparison between wet and dry etching 
Litho Etchin 
Figure 2.7: Flow of the etching process 
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2.2.3 Diffusion and Ion Implantation 
- In diffusion step, semiconductor surface which is not protected by the oxide is 
exposed to a source light concentration of opposite-type impurity. 
- By a solid state diffusion, the impurity moves into the semiconductor crystal. 
- In ion implantation, the intended impurity is introduced into the 
semiconductor by accelerating the impurity ions to a high energy level and then 
implanting the ions in the semiconductor. 
- Si02 layer serve as a barrier to impurity diffusion or ion implantation. 
- p-n junction will be formed after diffusion or ion implantation process. 
2.2.4 Metallization 
- Metallization is used to form ohmic contacts and interconnections. 
- Metal film can be formed by physical layer deposition or chemical vapour 
deposition. 
- The photolithography process is again used to define the front contact. 
- A similar metallization step is performed on the back contact without using a 
lithography process. 
-Normally, a low temperature(< I= 500 °C) anneal would also be performed to 
promoted low-resistance contact between the metal layer and the semiconductor. 
- Procedure for metallization process are as follow: 
> Wet chemical roughen the dielectric layer. Refer to figure 2.8. 
> Electrodes plate using Cu seed layer. Refer to figure 2.9. 
> Apply photoresist, dry bake. Refer to figure 2.1 0. 
> Photo-expose, develops, and post cure. Refer to figure 2.11. 
> Pattern-plate the Cu. Refer to figure 2.12 
> Strip the photoresist. Refer to figure 2.13 
> Etch the seed Cu layer. Refer to figure 2.14 
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Figure 2.8: Wet chemical roughen dielectric layer 
Figure 2.9: Electrodes plate using Cu seed layer 
,~l•c ,,,-;o-,•c~"'~,, "~ ·,, ' '' • "-'W~rr .,~., ',i';'j 
-:.: :-:.:::::::::::::.:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:- ;. : <-:-: -:-:- >:- :-:::::::::-:-- . <-: 
Figure 2.10: Photoresist (dry bake) 
Figure 2.11: Photo expose, develops, and post cure 
Figure 2.12: Pattern plate (Cu) 
Figure 2.13: Strip the photoresist 
Figure 2.14: Etch the seed Cu layer 
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-Refer to table 2 for the type of chemicals use in metallization process. 
Process Chemicals 
Swell Propylene Carbonate 
Etch Pennanganate based 
Neutralizer H202 
Pre- Catalyst SnCh 
Catalyst Palladium 
Electrodes Plating Copper Salt+ Formaldehyde 
Table 2: Chemicals used in metallization 
Modification to all this fabrication process will result in modified new structure of the 
IGBT. Not the whole process will be modified. Only the parameter involves in all of this 
process will be modified in order to evaluate whether the performance of the devices 
will improve or not. Student must investigate first the effect consequences of the devices 
performance before and after changing any parameter of the devices. 
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2.3 IGBT OPERATION 
2.3.1 IGBT Blocking Operation 
Refer to figure 2.8 for the references of the discussion in this part. The 
on/off state of the device is controlled by the gate voltage (V a). If the 
voltage applied to the gate contact, with respect to the emitter, is Jess than 
the threshold voltage (Vth), then no inversion layer is created and the 
devices is turned off. In this case, any applied forward voltage will fall 
across the reversed biased junction J2. The only current to flow will be a 
small leakage current. The forward breakdown voltage is therefore 
determined by the breakdown voltage of this junction. This is an important 
factor for power devices where large voltages and currents are being dealt 
with. The breakdown voltage of the one sided junction is dependent on the 
doping of the lower-doped side of the junction. Refer to figure 2.8, the 
lower doped side of the junction is the n· side. This is because the lower 
doping results in a wider depletion region and thus a lower maximwn 
electric field in the depletion region. For this reason, the n- drift region is 
doped much lighter than the p-type body region. The n+ buffer layer is 
often present to prevent the depletion region of junction J2 from extending 
right to the p bipolar collector. The inclusion of this layer drastically 
reduces the reverse blocking capability of the device. This is dependent on 
the breakdown voltage of junction J3 which is reversed biased under 
reverse voltage condition. The benefit of this buffer layer is that it allows 
the thickness of the drift region to be reduced, thus reducing on state losses. 
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2.3.2 IGBT On-state Operation 
The turning on of the devices is achieved by increasing the gate voltage (V o) to 
make it greater than the threshold voltage (Vth). This will result in an inversion 
layer forming under the gate which provides a channel linking the sources to the 
drift region of the device. Electrons are then injected from the source into the drift 
region. At the same time, junction J3 which is forward biased will injects the holes 
into the ri doped drift region. Refer to figure 2.9 for the flow of electrons and 
holes during on state operation. 
This injection causes conductivity modulation of the drift region where both 
the electron and hole densities are several orders of magnitude higher than original 
n· doping. This conductivity modulation gives the IGBT its low on state voltage 
because of the reduced resistance of the drift region. Some of the nuected holes 
will recombine in the drift region. Others will cross the region via drift and 
diffusion and will reach the junction with the p-type region where they will be 
collected. Therefore, we can consider the operation of the IGBT like a wide-base 
pnp transistor whose base drive current is supplied by the MOSFET current 
through the channel. 
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Figure 2.8: Full cell of the IGBT structure 
Figure 2.9: Flow of electrons and holes during on state operation 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK 
3.1 PROCEDURE 




• Understand all process and steps 
... 
2. Review existing devices 
(IGBT) 
• 
• Surfing Internet 
• Find out the infonnation 
• IdentifY process and methodology 
• IdentifY electrical characteristic 
+ 
3. Load and test the example 
from the TCAD Silvaco 
• 
Analyzed • Identity electrical characteristic Analyzed and 
and compare (ATLAS) compare the result 
the result • Identity process and methodology found 
found 
... 
Modification on examnle . I 
• 
• Identity electrical characteristic 
(ATLAS) 
• Identity process and methodology 
• Analyze aU result and data 
Figure 3.1: Project Flow Diagram 
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Figure 3.1 shows the project flow diagram which represents the complete process 
flow of the project. The current stage of this project is identifying electrical 
characteristic and devices process methodology for the modified IGBT and 
standard IGBT used in industry. This stage will be repeating until student gets 
the improve performance of the modified IGBT compared to standard IGBT used 
in industry. 
3.1.1 Familiarize with the Software 
Silvaco TCAD workshop tools consist of the ATHENA and ATLAS simulator .. 
ATHENA and ATLAS simulator are used for different purpose where the 
ATHENA is used in creating the device structure where the materials, width and 
concentration are defined. On the other hand, ATLAS simulator is used in testing 
the device structure created in ATHENA. Device electrical characteristics can be 
analyzed in ATLAS simulation both in term of data measurement and graphical 
approach. 
The exercise and practice have been done in the SIL VACO TCAD workstation 
by getting started with the software through the creating a basic NMOS device 
structure using ATHENA. The example available in the workstation also 
reviewed in order to get an idea how the semiconductor device structure looks 
like. After the structure is created in A THEN A, its electrical performance is 
tested in ATLAS simulation and the characteristics curve is displayed. Four 
weeks are allocated in familiarize the software. 
Basic operations required for creating a typical NMOS input file from [5]: 
i. Developing a good simulation grid 
ii. Performing conformal deposition 
iii. Performing geometric etches 
iv. Performing oxidation, diffusion, annealing and ion implantation 
v. Structure manipulation 
vi. Saving and loading structure information. 
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3.1.2. Review on the Existing Device Structure 
All the information about the IGBT was discovered through the literature 
review about the current issue and current data on existing devices that available 
in market. All of this information can be used as a reference in completing this 
project. Journals and articles are mostly found by searching in the internet 
through IEEE websites. All the data and finding was recorded for comparison 
purpose between the results of the project. 
Some example on IGBT in SIL V ACO TCAD workstation will be reviewed 
and studied. Electrical characteristic of the reviewed example will be identified 
through the ATLAS simulation and structuring process of the devices can be 
identified through the ATHENA simulation. Every structure and process will be 
covered so that the modification can be done to the available structure in the 
workstation. 
The next step of the project is to play around with the example available in the 
workstation by study the effect of the performance when the structure parameters 
are changed i.e.: 
1. Drift length 
ii. Trench depth 
iii. Trench width 
1v. Gate length 
v. Channellength. 
VI. Material Concentration 
The device electrical characteristics will be tested again after the modification 
and the results obtained will be compared with both the standard existing 
commercial device performance and the initial device from the example in the 
workstation. The characteristics performance will be triggered in term of data 
measurement and graphical representation. [4] 
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3.1.3 Load and Test Available Example in the Sun Microsystem 
Workstation. 
In this step, the available example which exists in the Sun Microsystem 
workstation was load and run to get the structure and electrical characteristic of 
the IGBT. The example that was loads and run through the system is about the 
IGBT transient latch up with lattice heating. This load example shows the 
following result: 
• Definition of IGBT structure using ATLAS. 
• IGBT collector steady state solution at 300V. 
• Transient gate voltage ramp to produce latch up. 
From this example, student can analyze the structure, electrical characteristic and 
the process fabrication step of the IGBT. All the result of this example can be 
reviewed in chapter 4 (Result and Discussion section) 
3.2. Tool Required 
i. Silvaco TCAD workstations. 
n. Silvaco ATHENA simulation software- To predict the physical structure 
of the device that result from processing. 
iii. ATLAS simulation software - To predict the electrical characteristics 
associated with specified bias conditions 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 















Figure 4.1: Full NMOS Structure 
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1 
Figure 4.1 show the result of the workstation practice during familiarization period 
with the software. During familiarization, we were exposed to design process of the 
NMOS structure. During structuring process, only half of the NMOS structure was 
created. Since the right side and left side of the structure are the same, we just mirroring 
the image of the half structure of NMOS. The, the result of mirroring the image of the 
half structure of NMOS is the full NMOS structure shown in figure 4.1. This device 
structuring process was done by using the ATHENA simulator. Silvaco ATHENA 
analysis allows for the calculation of resultant impurity concentrations, layer thickness, 
and much ore for processes such as oxidation, diffusion, implantation and deposition for 
temperatures above 800 C. Refer to Appendix B in appendices section for the A THEN A 
program that is used in creating the NMOS devices structure during software 
familiarization practice. 
4.2. Electrical Characteristic Prediction Using ATLAS 
Figure 4.2: Plot ofld versus Vgs for NMOS devices 
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Figure 4.2 shows the characteristics curve of Id versus Vgs for the NMOS device 
structure created in the workstation practice. The curve was plotted by using the 
following command: 
Solve name=gate vgate=O vfinal=3.3 vstep=O.l 
According to the command, the simulator will ramp the gate voltage from OV to 3V with 
the bias size ofO.lV. The curve represents the relationship between drain current, Id and 
gate-source voltage, V gs. 
By using some command in the ATLAS simulator, we can create family of curve 
of one result. Meaning that, if we want to compare the performance of the same devices 
but with different value, we can easily compare the result by looking at the family of 
curve. Below are the special commands that can be used to produce the family of curve 
in ATLAS simulator. 
Logoff 
Solve vgate=l.l outfile=solvel 
Solve vgate=2.2 outfile=solve2 
Solve vgate=3.3 outfile=solve3 
# 
Load infile=solvel 
Log outf=nmos2 _ O.log 
Solve name-drain vdrain=O vfinal=3.3 vstep=0.3 
Solve init 
Log outf=nmos3+0.log 
Solve name=drain vdrain=O vfina/=3.3 vstep=0.3 
Tonyplot -overlay nmos2 _ O.log nmos3 _ O.log nmos3 _ O.log -set nmos.set 
Quit 
Figure 4.3 shows the family of curve of Id versus Vgs that was generated by 
using the above command for NMOS device. This kind of graph representation gives a 




but with difference values. This command is very useful to student in order to predict 
the same performance of the device (IGB1), but with different value. From this kind of 
graph, student are able to predict whether increasing or decreasing the value that are 
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Figure 4.3: Family of curve ofld versus Vgs that was generated for NMOS. 
Refer to Appendix C in appendices section to see the program for ATLAS 
simulation in interpreting the electrical performance of the NMOS. 
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43 CREATINGIGBTSTRUCTURE 
The standard IGBT structure is already available in the Sun Microsystem. Standard 
IGBT structure can be create by loading the available example in the workstation. 
IGBT example falls under power devices group. Student has already loaded the 
available example in order to extract the standard IGBT structure for this project 
purpose. Refer to figure 4.4 for structure of the standard IGBT. From figure 4.4, 
only half cell of the IGBT structure is shown. From literature review, student found 
that the structure of the IGBT is similar for the right hand side and left hand side. 
Since the structure of the IGBT is same for right and left side, Sun Microsystem 
workstation only generate half cell of the IGBT structure. Full cell of the IGBT can 
be obtained by key in the mirroring command that was use during NMOS 
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Figure 4.4: Half cell structure of the standard IGBT 
• • 
Student was compared the differences between figure 4.4 and figure 4.1. The structures 
between these two devices are totally difference. Figure 4.1 is NMOS structure and 
figure 4.4 is IGBT structure. They supposed to be different. From this comparison, 
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student has identified that NMOS structure was implemented using ATHENA software 
and IGBT structure was implemented using ATLAS software. From literature review 
and software familiarization period, student found that, the structure of the devices 
should be implemented using the ATHENA software. After loading the IGBT example, 
student found that the programmer was implemented the structure of the IGBT using 
ATLAS software. This phenomenon gives a big problem to the student in order to 
modified the structure of the IGBT. Since the IGBT example was loaded using ATLAS 
software, the structure file of the IGBT did not presented. Devices structure file will be 
available if the device is implemented using ATIIENA software. 
In chapter 3, student was declared that modification step will be proceed after loading 
the available example in the Sun Microsystem workstation. From literature review and 
software familiarization process, student found the modification to the device can only 
be implemented by changing certain device parameter in the structure file. During 
NMOS fabrication process, student has performed try and error process in order to see 
the result of changing certain parameters of the NMOS structure. Changing the 
parameters will affect the performance of the device. This is the main objective of this 
project. Student is required to modify the structure of the standard IGBT and analyses 
the electrical performance of the devices. Constructing a new structure of the devices 
step by step are time consuming and very complicated process. Since student did not 
have any basic background about the semiconductor fabrication process and software, 
student only required to modify the structure of the devices that already available in the 
workstation. Since the structure file of the IGBT did not available in ATHENA mode, 
no modification can be made to the existing IGBT structure. Student has tried to change 
the parameter in the program to see the result of modification. Changing the parameter 
in the program and loading it again only result in the error of the simulation. This is the 
main problem that student was faced up during conducting this project. 
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4.4 ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE LOADED 
EXAMPLE 
The result of the loaded example is about the transient behavior of the device. This 
is the direct result of the loaded example that was run under ATLAS mode. In electrical 
and electronic engineering, transient is declared as a sudden change of steady state 
voltage, current, or load. These sudden changes are mostly found as the result of the 
operation of switching devices. Tum ON time of the IGBT is quite fast, but the tum OFF 
time can be slow because of the open base of the PNP transistor during the tum OFF 
period. Refer to figure 4.5 for the transient behavior of the standard IGBT (result from 
loaded example). 
From part 2.3.2, student understands that the electrons are injected from the n-
region into the p-region and holes are injected from p-region into n-region during 
forward bias. During this operation, the minority carrier distributions lead to current 
flow and to store the charge in the p-n junction. The stored charged effect the junction 
capacitance and the transient behavior of the p-njunction due to sudden changes of bias. 
For switching application, the forward-to-reverse bias transition must be nearly abrupt 
and the transient time short. Student must understand that the transient behaviors 
represent the switching characteristic of the device. Reducing the transient time will 
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Figure 4.5: Transient behavior of the standard IGBT 
The transient time may be estimated as follows. Under the forward bias condition, the 
stored minority carriers in the n-region for a p + -n junction is given as follow: 
Where: 
lp = total forward current 
A= device area 
If the average current flowing during the turn-off period is IR. ave, the turn off time 
is the length of time required to remove the total stored charge Qp: 
The turn of time depend on both the ratio of forward to reverse currents and the 
lifetime of the minority carriers. For fast switching devices, we must reduce the 
lifetime of the minority carriers [3]. 
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4.5 MODIFYING IGBT STRUCTURE 
Since the structure file of the IGBT did not available because the loaded example 
was run using the ATLAS software, student has struggle to find the solution. 
Fabricating devices structure step by step is very complicated and time consuming. 
This matter has been discussed with the supervisor, Dr. Norani Muti Mohamed in 
order to precede this project. Modifying the structure means changing the devices 
parameter in the structure file and the result will be changes in the electrical 
performance of the devices. Supervisor has suggested to do study on other issues on 
IGBT that available in the internet as a backup for this project. At the same time, 
supervisor is looking for the solution from the industrial people about this matter. At 
the end of this project period, supervisor has got the file which enables us to do 
some modification to the devices structure. Since the time is very limited due to 
limited lab access and lot of project to be done through the semester, student cannot 
concentrate more on modifYing the devices. This is because, before this, student is 
more concentrating with the study on other issues on IGBT. Student was complete 
some modification to the devices structure in order to see the resulting changes. This 
modification is concentrating on modification of the doping concentration of the 
structure and resulting transient behavior was investigated. Refer to figure 4.6 for 
the modified structure of the IGBT and figure 4. 7 for the resulting transient behavior 





































Figure 4.6: IGBT structure after modification 
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Modification that was done to the IGBT structure is modification to the doping 
concentration of the buffer layer. This IGBT structure is a Punch Through IGBT 
structure because the buffer layer is presence on top of the p+ layer. Modification 
was done by increasing and reducing the doping concentration of the buffer layer. 
The result that was captured during modification and simulation are the same for 
increasing and reducing the doping concentration. Comparing figure 4.4 and 4.6, 
we can see a little changes in the buffer layer thickness for modified structure 
compared to standard structure. For the resulting transient behavior, not so much 
changes happen. The resulting transient time after modification is not so much 
changes compared to standard IGBT. Since the time is very limited, supervisor 
suggests the student to continue on the study of another issue about the IGBT. In 
this case, student was concentrating on the study on the way to reduce the EMI 
effect of the IGT. Section 4.6 will describe briefly about the study that was done 
by the student. 
Please refer to Appendix D in apendices section for the standard IGBT datasheet 
and performance that available in industry. Refer to Appendix E in appendices 
section for the guideline in choosing the right IGBT for future references. 
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4.6 STUDIES ON REDUCING EMI EFFECT OF THE IGBT 
Since modification to the IGBT structure cannot be done as expected, student was 
suggested by the supervisor to do a case study on the improvement of the IGBT. in this 
studies, student is concentrating on studying the way to reduce the EMI effect of the 
IGBT. In this study, student was considering a Quick Punch Through (QPT) IGBT 
design concept to reduce EMI. The concept of Punch Through (PT) IGBT has been 
covered in chapter 2. From the literature review [6], the PT IGBT generates more EMI 
compared to MOSFET. IGBT is a two carrier device and its switching characteristics 
being controlled by the gain of the p-n-p bipolar. This nature of the IGBT has results the 
PT IGBT to generate more EMI than MOSFET. Actually, EMI is the result of the abrupt 
tum off di/dt. QPT IGBT can be achieved by designing the Punch Through (PT) IGBT 
with a thinner lower concentration drift region [ 6). Reducing drift region concentration 
will allow the depletion layer to punch through to the buffer at lower voltage. 
Capacitance of the QPT IGBT also needs to be optimized. This is to make sure that the 
channel remains open until the collector voltage reaches the bus voltage. This will 
provide the control ability and thereby minimize the tum-off di/dt [6). 
Actually, reducing the di/dt comes with a penalty. The penalty in reducing the 
di/dt is the increased in tum off losses (Eow· If we compare between the PT IGBT with 
the MOSFET, PT IGBT have lower conduction losses and higher switching losses than 
MOSFET. IGBT EMI is higher due to abrupt di/dt during tum off [6). Figure 4.8 below 
show the tum off waveform for the typical PT IGBT. IGBT can be designed to provide 
low di/dt and collector over-voltage during tum-off [6). Refer to figure 4.9 for the 
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Figure 4.8: Tum Off waveform for the typieal PT IGBT 
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Figure 4.9: Tum Off waveform for typieal NPT IGBT 
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4.6.1 Study on QPT Inductive Turn - Off 
The measured tum-off waveform for the QPT IGBT can be viewed in figure 4.10 
below. 
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Figure 4.10: Turn off waveform for the QPT IGBT 
This QPT did not fully optimized yet, but we can see from the graph the smooth current 
fall and minimization of the Vee overshoot. The fully optimized QPT IGBT tum off 
waveform can be viewed in figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11: Fully Optimized QPT IGBT Turn Oft" waveform 
The threshold voltage Vrn of the QPT IGBT is 3.5 V. The QPT IGBT dv/dt during turn 
off is similar to that of MOSFET. This dv/dt generates a displacement current that aids 
in sustaining the V G (effective). In order to make sure the QPT V G (effective) is maintained at a 
voltage above the Vrn during the rise in VeE, the capacitances have been optimized. 
From figure 4.11, we can observe that the QPT gate is ON and Ie continues to flow 
during the current fall. This is similar to the MOSFET characteristic. The initial di/dt 
during the current fall also same as MOSFET. See figure 4.12 below for the MOSFET 
characteristic to be compared with the QPT IGBT in figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.12: MOSFET turn oft" waveform characteristic 
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The difference between the QPT and MOSFET turn off occurs at the end of the current 
fall. See figure 4.11 and 4.12 to locate the differences. The QPT tail current is generated 
by the recombination of holes in the N buffer and increases Eotr· Further optimization of 
the buffer will result in lowering the QPT Eoff· As a result, QPT will have a lower 
maximum operating frequency than a MOSFET. However, the QPT has a lower 125oC 
conduction drop ranging from 1.4 to 2.0 making it more suitable for frequencies less 
than 100kHz. The advantage of maintaining the flow of Ic until after Vee reaches the 
bus voltage is dynamic avalanche suppression and preventing failure due to non uniform 
turn off. [7]. 
Lastly, from this study, student understands that QPT design can be achieved by making 
changes in the conventional PT IGBT vertical structure and design. QPT has been 
shown to obtained gate controllable turn - off di/dt similar to MOSFET. This QPT 
design can be achieved without adding any additional process or complexity to the IGBT 
wafer fabrication process. The QPT low turn off di/dt provides for lower EMI while 
maintaining a good V ce(sat) versus Eotr trade-off. An additional advantage of reducing the 
turn off stress on the QPT is obtained by maintaining the channel open until after V ce 




After completing this project, student has gain lot of knowledge about the semiconductor 
fabrication process. The most important knowledge that was gain through this project is 
about the designing and simulation of the IGBT fabrication process. Throughout this 
project, student can conclude that most of the project objective was achieved but some 
of the project objective cannot be done due to technical problem. After two semesters 
conducting this project, student was familiarizing with the semiconductor fabrication 
software which is ATHENA and ATLAS. Student also has successfully loaded the 
available example in the workstation and interprets the electrical performance of the 
standard IGBT. Due to technical problem, modification to the device cannot be done 
throughout the project since. Until the end of project period, student is unable to come 
out with the new (modified) IGBT structure with an improve performance. The last 
objective of this project which is come out with the comparison data between the 
conventional IGBT and modified IGBT also cannot be achieve due to that technical 
problem. Although some of the project objective cannot be achieved throughout the 
project period, student has performed a study about the design of the Quick Punch 
Through IGBT in order to reduce the EMI effect. Hopefully, this study will be useful for 
the student for future references. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
Since some of the objective cannot be achieved due to the technical problem, student 
recommends that this project can be continuing in the future. Before starting this project, 
any student who are going to further this project must at least have a basic background 
about the semiconductor fabrication. That student also must be able to construct the 
structure of the IGBT step by step using the ATHENA software although this process is 
very complicated and time consuming. This file structure is the core thing in order to 
achieve the last two objectives of this project which is not achievable in this project. 
Hopefully, those who are continuing this project in the future will be able to come out 
with the new modified IGBT structure with an improve performance. This project is 
very useful to those who are planning to join the semiconductor fabrication company in 
the future. Hopefully, the committee of the Final Year Project will continue this project 
in the next semester for another student who is going to do their final year project. 
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AppendixB 
Program of the ATHENA used in creating the NMOS device structure during the 
practice: 
go athena 
#Non-Uniform Grid (0.6um x 0.8um) 
line x loc=O.OO spac=O.lO 
line x loc=0.2 spac=O.Ol 
line x loc=0.6 spac=O.Ol 
# 
line y loc=O.O spac=0.008 
line y loc=0.2 spac=O.Ol 
line y loc=0.5 spac=0.05 
line y loc=0.8 spac=O.l5 
# Initial Silicon Strucutre with <1 00> Orientation 
Init silicon c.boron=l.Oe14 orientation= tOO two.d 
#Gate Oxidation 
Diffuse time=ll temp=925.727 dryo2 press=0.982979 hcl.pc=3 
# 
Extract name="Gateoxide" thickness material="Si0-2" rnat.occno=l x.val=0.3 
#Threshold Voltage Adjust Implant 
Implant boron dose=9.5ell energy=IO crystal 
# Conformal Polysilicon Deposition 
Deposit polysilicon thick=0.2 divisions=lO 
# Poly Definition 
Etch polysilicon left pl.x=0.35 
# Polysilicon Oxidation 
Method Fermi compress 
Diffus time=3 temp=900 weto2 press=l.OO 
# Polysilicon Doping 
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Implant phosphor dose=3el3 energy=20 crystal 
# Spacer Oxide Deposition 
Deposit oxide thick=O.l2 divisions=lO 
# Spacer Oxide Etch 
Etch oxide dry thick=O.l2 
# Source/Drain Implant 
Implant arsenic dose=5el5 energy=50 crystal 
# Source/Drain Annealing 
Method Fermi 
Diffuse time= I temp=900 nitro press= 1.00 
# Open Contact Window 
Etch oxide left p l.x=0.2 
# Aluminum Deposition thick=0.03 divisions=2 
# Etch Aluminum 
Etch aluminum right pl.x=O.l8 
Electrode name=source x=O.l 
Electrode name=drain x= 1.1 
Electrode name=gate x=0.6 










Models srh cvt boltzrnan print temperature=300 
# 
mobility bn.cvt=4.75e=007 bp.cvt=9.925e+06 cn.cvt=174000 cp.cvt=884200\ 
taun.cvt=0.125 taup.cvt=0.317 gamn.cvt=2.5 gamp.cvt=2.2 \ 
mu0n.cvt=52.2 mu0n.cvt=44.9 mu1n.cvt=43.4 muip.cvt=29 mumaxn.cvt=1417 \ 
mumaxp.cvt=470.5 cm.cvt=9.68e+ 16 crp.cvt=2.23e+ 17 csn.cvt=3.43e+20 \ 
csp.cvt=6.1e+20 alphn.cvt=0.68 alphn.cvt=0.71 betan.cvt=2 betap.cvt=2 \ 
pcn.cvt=O pcp.cvt=2.3e+ 15 deln.cvt=5.82e+ 14 de1p.cvt=2.0546e+ 14 
# 
contact name=gate n.poly 
# 
Interface s.n=O.O s.p=O.O qf=3e10 
# 
method Newton gummel itlimit=25 trap atrap=O.S maxtrap=4 autonr \ 
nrcriterion=0.1 tol.time=0.005 dt.min=1e-25 daamped delta=O.S \ 
damploop=10 dfactor=10 iccg lu1cri=0.003 1u2cri=0.03 maxinner=25 
solve iuit 
solve vdrain=O.l 
log outf=mnosl_ O.log 
solve name=gate vgate=O vfinal=3.3 vstep=0.1 
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extract name="vt" (xintercept (maxslope(curve(abs(v."gate"), abs(i."drain"))))-
abs(ave(v."drain")) 12.0) 
extract name="beta" slope (maxslope(curve(abs(v."gate"), abs(i."drain")))) * 
(l.Oiabs( ave( v. "drain"))) 
extract name="theta" ((max(abs(v."drain")), *$"beta") I max(abs(i."drain")))- (1.0 I 
max( abs(v."gate"))- ($"vt"))) 
Tonyplot nmos l_ O.log 
Logoff 
Solve vgate= l.l outfile=solve l 
Solve vgate=2.2 outfile=solve2 
Solve vgate=3.3 outfile=solve3 
# 
Load infile=solve l 
Log outf=nmos2_0.log 
Solve name-drain vdrain=O vfinal=3.3 vstep=0.3 
Solve init 
Log outf=nmos3+0.log 
Solve name=drain vdrain=O vfinal=3.3 vstep=0.3 
Tonyplot -overlay nmos2 _ O.log nmos3 _ O.log nmos3 _ O.log -set nmos.set 
quit 
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Appendix d (Standard IGBT Datasheet) 
MAXIMUM RATINGS iTJ = 25'C unless olhetWise noted) 
Rating Symbol I Value I Untt 
CoUector-Emirter VoHage ··-VcE-s --+---12-00--~----~~d~ ------~-----··---------~--- -·-·----~-------------
Collector-Gate Voltage (RGE = 1.0 Mil) VcGR , 1200 l Vdc 
Gate-Emitter voltage- continuous 
1
--~v~~-~---±-2-o--+-f, -v-dc-----1 
-Coll~ct;C~eot- Continuous@Tc=_2_5 .... 'C---~--------------
1
- 11 cc~~J II 2280 --Adc--- Continuous @ Tc = OO'C , 
- Repetitive Pulsed Current I I) I I eM 1 56 ! Apk 
-~--------------- ---t------r---t-----1 
TotaiPowerDissipation@Te=25'C . Po 1 '174 [Watts 
Derate above 25'C ! "1.39 1 Wf'C 
Operating and Storage Junction Temperature Range j Tj, T~~ -55 to 150 I 'C 
Short CircuR Withstand Time I t,, I 0 I t•> 
(Vee= 720 Vdc, VGE = 15 Vdc, TJ = 125'C, RG = 20 f!) i I 
Thermal Resistance - Junction to Case -IGBT ! ~~:, 1 0.7 I C!W 
- Junction to Ambient 1 35 I ~;~um-~~~~o:~i~~~gP~~;;v~-;~~wfor5second~-- _ _j_ TL 
1 
io-T·c --
~unting Torque, 6-32 orM3 screw ___ j__~_IO lbf•in (113 N•m) 
1"1) Pulse width is limited by max1111um junction temperature. RepetiiJve rating 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (TJ = 25o·c unless otner.vise noted) 
r·----------------charac~i~tl~ 
_T ______________ _ 
1 Symbol T Min 
OFF CHARACTERISTICS 
---------------- --- ·-----·····----- --------~~·-r··-------
cou-actor-ta--Emmer BreakdO\\'n Voltage J V~BR}CES 
(VGE = 0 Vdc. lc = 251-'Adc) 
Temperature Coefficient (Positive) 
!--::---------------------------···· ------- -.c---+--= --+----~- -----~-





Zero Gate Voltage Collector Current I IcEs ,Adc 
(VeE::: 1200 Vdc. vGE = 0 Vdc) _ 1 100 
(Vee::: "1200 Vdc. VGE = 0 Vdc. TJ = ·J25'"C) 1 - - 2500 
Gat6-"Bod~~eak~9e c~;e;-tyGE-·;·±20-VdZ-VZ~~~-~ vctc)_~---~ES--t--=--~-~=-- -250~ --~c·j 
ON CHARACTERISnCS (1) 
'Con9dor-t;:emrtt~r·on::.s;t~-v~lt~g;· 
(VGE=15Vdc.lc= lOMe) 
(VGE = 15 Vdc. lc = 10 Adc. TJ = 'J25''C) 
(VGE = '15 Vdc. lc = 20 Adc) - 2.90 4.99 
~------------~ ------------ -·-··-·------· ------- ----
--------·---------T----·-· - ----------~----- -----J 
+
VcE\on) = ~:j~ 3~ Vdc 
Gate ThreshOld Voltage VGE(th} Vdc I' 
(Vce;VGE-Ic;:;::1.0mAdc) 4.0 6.0 $.0 
Threshotd Temperature Coefficient (Negative) 1 - ·10 _-=--.__ '-----~V!'C 
1 For.v~rdTransconductance(Vc~= .i .. OVdC~-ic=·20AdC)·--··--------+ ~--~-.-·· f-- U - !1.·1hos I 
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
-~-~~~:.~~:~::-- ---~ .. ---~CE :'~5=V?·.-~---~-~-~--)=_O_V _ dc-. --,_-__ -_-%=:=,=--~r--=- -~ ----~~~-~---- ~=' pF l 
Transfer Capacitance Cr&s 29 - I -------~~--L---=----L----'~--- ---'--~-1 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (11 
Turn-On Delay lim& 
' ~oo) 
Rise lime i " {Vee= 720 Vdc, lc = 20 Adc, ----------~ ---- --·------ ---------- ---~ VoE = 15 Vdc, L = 300 1•H ~--~(off) --Turn-Oif D91ay Time 
~--=-=-·-···---··------ Ro = 200) 
FaiiTrne Energy losses include "tail'' ' It I 
Turn-off Switching Loss ' Eoff 
Turn-On Delay lime l '<ion) 
----~----
.... ____ .._ ____ 
··-·····-· ------------- c-----
Rise lime !Vee= 720 Vdc, le = 20 Adc, 
" 
·---------·-- VGE = 15 Vdc, L = 300 1•H -----· Turn-Off Delay Time R,o = 20 ll. T, = 125'C) loiof!l 
FaiiT!IM Energy tosses include ~tail" It 
Turn-Off Switching Loss r:.. 
-·---·-·------ -------
Gate Charge Or 
!Vee= 720 Vdc, lc = 20 Adc, -----
VGE = 15Vdc) a, 
I Q2 
-------~----
·-- _______ , 
INTERNAL PACKAGE INDUCTANCE 
Internal Emitter Inductance I 
(Mea?~~~~~!~.':-~~e! ~~~~~-~~~~:_kag~9!~~er bo~_d pod~--
("1) Pulse Test: Pulse Widths: 300 ~~s. Duty Cycle~ 2%. 
PACKAGE DIMENSIONS 
ei0o.25roo1oJ@Irra ® 1 ·!« r=-IH .t 
I 1\ I 
' I\ I l 























1.65 2.75 mJ ' -
- 83 - ns 







- 3.19 - mJ 
----·- ···-------·· -------- ---------






- 25 - L, _ _j 
NOTES: 
1. Dlt.tEIISIOtiiMGAMD T1l.ERAtiCING PER NISI 
Vl4.!it, t9!12. 
2. CDKTROillm Oll.tEMSIDltULUt.I£TEfl. 
------,-----~-
. -~EJEAS 1 lfCH£S 
Dll MIN lAX I IIIH lAX 
A 19.7 .3 Q. 0 
El 153 15.9 !l.6t2 0.62& 
.L_!L~+~- ""'-I 
-~ 1.0 1.4 0.039 O.llii 
' I 1 
F 2!1 2.4 !1.01'3 O.ll!lt 
G 55BSC 0216BSC 
H 22 2.6 0.081 0.100: 
-~- 0.4 O.B 0.016 ~ 
K tO 1 05Sll 
l 5.S tlot.i 0217,N0Lf _ . I 
p 31 . 4.3 0.148 I 0.119 I 
Q 3.65 0.1 0.144 j 
A !i.Otl()l! !l.T!Jl'HOiit ~ 
----¥,--· ____jJi BSC -"02"17 fiSC --~ 
v 3.0 H I 0.118 I 0.134 1 
STYlH: 
















0 4 6 8 
VeE· COLLECTORTO--EMITIER VOLTAGE (VOLTS} 
Figure 1. Output Characteristics 
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VCE=10V 
250 t.JS PULSE WIDTH +-+-t--f----i.P"'---
<DI-+--1-+--+-+--+--+.,~ -~ ~-~~--
0·~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
VGE• GATE~ 10-EMFITER VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 
Figure 3. Transfer Characteristics 
10.000 
~ ' c.. + I 1000 -~ '~ 
........ 
i -- Coes .. . ...... . 




0 5 10 15 20 25 
Vee. COLlECfOR-TO--EMITTER VOLTAGE {VOLTS) 
Figure 5. Capacitance Variation 
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o 2 4 s a 
Vee· COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTAGE {VOLTS) 
Figure 2. Output Characteristics 
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Figure 4. Collector-to-Emitter Saturation 
Voltage versus Junction Temperature 
20 30 40 50 
Og- lUTAlGATECHARGE(nC} 
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Vee. COLLECTOR·~ TO-EMITTER VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 
Figure 7. Reverse Biased 
Sa'fe Operating Area 
I - , I I" 
' ' 
I ... i : :) .. . I ~~ .. i I .- I ' 
.... ~ .. I ' I i - . I 
~ ~ I I I i I ' I Ptpij 
-::-: 
IJUl Rruc~l· r~l RllJC =• ' OCURVESAPPLYFORPO\Itll: ' I PULSE TIIJIJN SHOWN --
' 
' 
-,:_- REAO TIME AT t 1 --i I 12-+ TJIP~ ·· Tc: Ptpij ReJc~l __ , 
i 
' 
i i ' I OUIY CYClE, 0: trt2 I I I I IIIII I i , iIi I I i I 
1.0E-OS 1.0E-114 l.OE-03 1.0E-02 
t TIME (s) 
1.0E-01 l.OEtOO 1.0Et01 
Figure 8. Thermal Response 
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AppendixE 





D, Dl. D2. D3, 04: anti-parallel FRED 
U2 FRED connected in "boo&t" configmation 
U3 FRED connected in "buck" configmation 
~ot a Combi if blank aGBT ouly). 
1
--- R A Yalanche energy rated: t;., i1 1pecified for 
undamped inductiw switching (U!S). 







~_______ V m raring diYided by 10 
L ______________ IGBT Serie> 
GP Power MOS 7,t IGBT 1. PI technology 
GT Thunderboltt- IGBT>. ::;n technology 
GF Fast IGBT >. l\l>T technology 
'------------ DeYice cumni indicator-- not neces1arily ned to 
any datasheet parameter but gim a rough 
indication of usable rurrent capability. 
1------------- AdnmcedPower Technology 
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